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Year 6

add suffixes beginning with vowel letters use prefixes involving the use of a
to words ending in -fer e.g. referring,
hyphen e.g. co-ordinate, re-enter
preferred, referee, preference
hyphens
-fer
1. referring
2. referred
3. referral
4. preferring
5. preferred
6. transferring
7. transferred
8. reference
9. referee
10. preference
11. transference
12. amateur
13. bargain
14. bruise
15. category

1. co-ordinate
2. re-enter
3. co-operate
4. co-own
5. co-pilot
6. re-cover
7. cemetery
8. committee
9. communicate
10. community
11. conscience
12. conscious
13. controversy
14. convenience

‘i before e except after c’ rule, where the
rule applies when the sound spelt by ‘ei’
is an /ee/ sound (with exceptions)

distinguish between homophones and
other words which are often confused

i before e
1. deceive
2. conceive
3. receive
4. perceive
5. ceiling
6. protein
7. caffeine
8. seize
9. correspond
10. definite
11. determined
12. existence
13. foreign
14. government
15. guarantee

homophones – nouns end in –ce and
verbs end in –se
1. advice
2. advise
3. device
4. devise
5. licence
6. license
7. practice
8. practise
9. prophecy
10. prophesy
11. harass
12. hindrance
13. identify
14. interfere
15. leisure

distinguish between homophones and other words which are often confused
homophones1
homophones2

1. aisle
2. isle
3. aloud

1. bridal
2. bridle
3. cereal
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4. allowed
5. affect
6. effect
7. altar
8. alter
9. ascent
10. assent
11. lightning
12. nuisance
13. occupy
14. occur
15. parliament

4. serial
5. compliment
6. complement
7. desert
8. dessert
9. who’s
10. whose
11. prejudice
12. privilege
13. profession
14. pronunciation
15. recognise

homophones3
1. draft
2. draught
3. farther
4. father
5. guessed
6. guest
7. heard
8. herd
9. led
10. lead
11. relevant
12. sacrifice
13. secretary
14. signature
15. soldier

homophones4
1. morning
2. mourning
3. past
4. passed
5. precede
6. proceed
7. stationary
8. stationery
9. steal
10. steel
11. weary
12. wary
13. system
14. yacht

